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Sammy the Bull Gravano is the highest-ranking member of the Mafia in America ever to defeat. In

telling Gravano&#39;s story, Peter Maas brings us as never before into the innermost sanctums of

the Cosa Nostra as if we were there ourselves--a secret underworld of power, lust, greed, betrayal,

and deception, with the specter of violent death always waiting in the wings.
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While I can't say that I admire Sammy Gravano -- his behavior for most of his life was reprehensible,

-- I have to give him credit for calling a spade a spade. In this captivating true life story, Gravano

describes his growing up as a tough kid and becoming a "made man" over time, only to go on to

becoming "Underboss" of the Gambino Crime Family with John Gotti.Sammy tells his story with a

thoroughness that seems to indicate he finally wants to come clean. Certainly turning "state's

evidence" against Gotti and many other significant underworld crime figures was a matter of self

preservation (likely literally his life), yet Gravano presents himself as a person with a strong degree

of loyalty and honor -- despite the horror of "the life" and his part in it. John Gotti certainly doesn't

come across very well in this account of how Gotti Became Godfather. Basically, a low-life, who's

likely chances of becoming the Boss were slim to none, he kills his way to the top and proves

himself to be an egotistical low class bum who actually believe's he's untouchable and attractive to

'his public'. An absolutely disgusting human being who belongs where he is -- in jail for life with no

chance for parole. His prodigy has ended up in the same situation and his stupidity was so

ridiculously blatant that it bordered on 'the gang that couldn't shoot straight.' May they enjoy their life



'on vacation!'Gravano served time so his helping as state's witness didn't wipe away everything, yet

he makes a tremendous sacrifice in going in this direction -- including the loss of his wife and

children. In the long run, perhaps there is a thread of hope and redemption in Gravano's decision;

hopefully, he's living a decent life totally different than his past.
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